Pilot Task Chair & Stool

If you work for an organization that never sleeps, your workspace probably isn’t yours alone, but it doesn’t have to feel that way. Both the Pilot Task Chair and Stool offer an abundance of features that customize them to you.

A pneumatic lift mechanism allows you to change the height of the seat with a lever beneath it, as you’d expect. Additionally, with the Pilot line, seat depth and back height adjustments can be made from a seated position.

For ultimate control over your reclining experience, the task chairs feature a multifunction mechanism. In free float they respond to your movement, reclining based on the force you apply by leaning back. When you have found the perfect angle and want to maintain it effortlessly, you can employ one of the two locking features. The first locks the seat and back in a reclined position while the second sets only the back angle.

Pilot’s 4 height-adjustable arm options include width-adjustable T-arms, fixed width T-arms, loop arms, and breakaway arms for those users who wear tool belts.
Pilot’s multifunctional mechanism allows you to free float, lock the seat and back in a reclined position, or lock just the back angle.

Adjustable loop arms have a vertical range of 2.5” for maximum comfort.

Glides can be specified on the Pilot XL Stool to ensure that it will remain stationary on any flooring surface.

The seat height of the Pilot XL Stool is continuously adjustable over an expansive 9” range with the use of a super heavy-duty cylinder.

You don’t just need seating that the “average employee” will be comfortable in, you need seating that YOU will be comfortable in—all the time. If you have found that other chairs just don’t measure up, Pilot XL is ready to welcome you aboard.

Big and tall users will appreciate the XL Task Chair and Stool’s expansive 24” wide seat, which features a waterfall edge to relieve pressure on the thighs as well as their high back that provides gentle support to the entire spine. To further prevent fatigue, layers of plush, resilient foam envelop both the seat and back.

Designed for round-the-clock use, Pilot XL seating won’t just be comfortable the first time you use it, it will be comfortable every time. A heavy-duty frame including an oversized steel J-bar and reinforced mechanism guarantee it. And because comfort is nothing without safety, the Pilot XL Stool is equipped with an oversized steel base and foot ring for additional stability.

With so many reasons to make Pilot seating your own, the only decision you need to make is where you want it to take you.